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Highlights
 Hepatocyte ballooning identiﬁcation underpins regulatory-approved
drug efﬁcacy endpoints in clinical trials.
 We report substantial variation in ballooned cell identiﬁcation by
expert hepatopathologists.
 Our data suggest that ballooning is too subjective for its presence or
complete absence to be used as a trial endpoint.
 A ‘concordance atlas’ of cells identiﬁed as ballooned by multiple
pathologists can be used to train AI-based image analysis.
 AI-based approaches may provide a more reliable way to assess the
range of injury recorded as hepatocyte ballooning.
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Lay summary
For the ﬁrst time, we show that,
even
amongst
expert
hepatopathologists, there is poor
agreement regarding the number of
ballooned hepatocytes seen on the
same digitized histology images.
This has important implications as
the presence of ballooning is
needed to establish the diagnosis of
non-alcoholic
steatohepatitis
(NASH), and its unequivocal
absence is one of the key requirements to show ‘NASH resolution’ to support drug efﬁcacy in
clinical trials. Artiﬁcial intelligencebased approaches may provide a
more reliable way to assess the
range of injury recorded as “hepatocyte ballooning”.
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Background & Aims: Histologically assessed hepatocyte
ballooning is a key feature discriminating non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) from steatosis (NAFL). Reliable identiﬁcation
underpins patient inclusion in clinical trials and serves as a key
regulatory-approved surrogate endpoint for drug efﬁcacy. High
inter/intra-observer variation in ballooning measured using the
NASH CRN semi-quantitative score has been reported yet no
actionable solutions have been proposed.
Methods: A focused evaluation of hepatocyte ballooning recognition was conducted. Digitized slides were evaluated by 9
internationally recognized expert liver pathologists on 2 separate occasions: each pathologist independently marked every
ballooned hepatocyte and later provided an overall non-NASH
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NAFL/NASH assessment. Interobserver variation was assessed
and a ‘concordance atlas’ of ballooned hepatocytes generated to
train second harmonic generation/two-photon excitation ﬂuorescence imaging-based artiﬁcial intelligence (AI).
Results: The Fleiss kappa statistic for overall interobserver agreement for presence/absence of ballooning was 0.197 (95% CI
0.094–0.300), rising to 0.362 (0.258–0.465) with a >
−5-cell threshold.
However, the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient for consistency was
higher (0.718 [0.511–0.900]), indicating ‘moderate’ agreement on
>5/9
ballooning burden. 133 ballooned cells were identiﬁed using a −
majority to train AI ballooning detection (AI-pathologist pairwise
concordance 19–42%, comparable to inter-pathologist pairwise
concordance of between 8–75%). AI quantiﬁed change in ballooned
cell burden in response to therapy in a separate slide set.
Conclusions: The substantial divergence in hepatocyte
ballooning identiﬁed amongst expert hepatopathologists suggests that ballooning is a spectrum, too subjective for its presence or complete absence to be unequivocally determined as a
trial endpoint. A concordance atlas may be used to train AI assistive technologies to reproducibly quantify ballooned hepatocytes that standardize assessment of therapeutic efﬁcacy. This
atlas serves as a reference standard for ongoing work to reﬁne
how ballooning is classiﬁed by both pathologists and AI.
Lay summary: For the ﬁrst time, we show that, even amongst
expert hepatopathologists, there is poor agreement regarding
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the number of ballooned hepatocytes seen on the same digitized
histology images. This has important implications as the presence of ballooning is needed to establish the diagnosis of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), and its unequivocal absence is
one of the key requirements to show ‘NASH resolution’ to support drug efﬁcacy in clinical trials. Artiﬁcial intelligence-based
approaches may provide a more reliable way to assess the
range of injury recorded as “hepatocyte ballooning”.
© 2022 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association
for the Study of the Liver. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) covers a pathological
spectrum of liver injury characterized by excess fat accumulation
within hepatocytes in the absence of harmful alcohol consumption.1,2 NAFLD encompasses steatosis (non-alcoholic fatty
liver, [NAFL]), steatohepatitis (non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
[NASH]), ﬁbrosis and ultimately cirrhosis.3 Being highly prevalent, it places a substantial burden on global healthcare resources
that is predicted to increase further over the next decade.4,5
Consequently, there is substantial interest and a need to
develop pharmacological interventions.
Although grade (activity) of steatohepatitis waxes and wanes
over time,6,7 it is accepted as the underlying driver of ﬁbrogenesis,6 which in turn determines long-term outcome.7,8
Therefore, current FDA and EMA regulatory guidance mandates
that drug development should target patients with NASH rather
than NAFL, as the latter may be best addressed through lifestyle
change.9,10 This distinction is key to patient selection for trial
enrolment and also serves as one of the surrogate endpoints for
drug efﬁcacy assessment.9,10 Histological assessment of liver biopsy remains the basis for diagnosing NASH, grading activity and
assessing stage of ﬁbrosis. The presence of hepatocellular
ballooning is generally considered an essential component in the
composite of histological features leading to a diagnosis of NASH
as it is thought to represent a form of hepatocyte injury associated with ﬁbrogenesis that is not seen in non-progressive disease.11 Two semi-quantitative scoring systems have been
proposed to aid consistent histopathological interpretation and
grading and staging of biopsies: the NASH Clinical Research
Network (CRN) ‘NAFLD activity score’ (NAS) and ﬁbrosis stage;
and the FLIP/EPoS ‘steatosis-activity-ﬁbrosis’ (SAF) score.12,13
Both measure hepatocyte ballooning on a 3-point scale (0-2)
but with nuanced differences. It is apparent, however, that the
categorical deﬁnitions in both semi-quantitative systems may be
subject to variation in their interpretation and application. To
date, no study has speciﬁcally addressed ballooning changes at
the individual cell level through evaluation and annotation of
high-resolution digitized images.
Interobserver variation in pathologists’ assessment of grade of
activity in general, and ballooning speciﬁcally, are documented.
Kappa values of 0.56-0.57 for the application of the NAS ballooning
score using light microscopic analysis were published in 2 separate
studies almost 15-years apart by the Pathology Committee of the
NASH CRN.12,14 Another, more recent, interobserver study also
highlighted the discordance of assessment of all features of NASH,
including ballooning (linearly weighted kappa for ballooning
0.517).15 The implication of this being that trial entry criteria had
only been met in 53.7% of biopsies re-read at the end of the study.15
These reported levels of inter- and intra-observer agreement are a

cause for concern. Since regulators place great emphasis on
ballooning as a requisite feature of NASH in clinical trials, it may
affect study recruitment and assessment of drug efﬁcacy, with
potentially deleterious consequences for drug development pipelines and patient access to efﬁcacious treatments.
There is a pressing need for reproducible, objective and
standardized evaluation of the signiﬁcant histopathological features that discriminate NAFL from NASH, in particular, presence
and quantiﬁcation of hepatocyte ballooning. Recognition of this
need is evidenced by the development and move towards early
adoption of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) algorithms to support histopathological assessment, particularly from digitized slide review.16–18 Development of these tools necessitates a detailed
understanding of what features deﬁne hepatocyte ballooning
and how these are perceived, interpreted and applied in practice
by expert hepatopathologists.
The primary goals of the current study were: ﬁrstly, to utilize
input from blinded independent assessments by 9 internationally recognized expert hepatopathologists to generate a dataset
of reliably and reproducibly identiﬁed ballooned hepatocytes
that can be used to support the development of machine
learning (AI) algorithms for the detection and quantiﬁcation of
hepatocyte ballooning; and secondly, to conduct a focused study
that accurately evaluated interobserver variation in hepatocyte
ballooning feature recognition. Digitized slides were chosen
because they are increasingly used in clinical trials and because
only digitization facilitates the necessary granular annotation of
individual cells.

Materials and methods
Composition of the expert-pathology group
Nine internationally recognized expert hepatopathologists from
the USA (EMB, ZG, CG, DEK, MY), Europe (CL, DGT), Australia
(ADC) and Singapore (AW) participated. All were senior pathologists with extensive experience in assessing NAFLD and
applying the NASH CRN NAS scoring system in routine practice
and in the clinical trial setting.
Histology samples
This study utilized liver biopsy samples from 2 randomized
controlled trials (seladelpar trial from CymaBay Therapeutics, Inc
[NCT03551522]), and resmetirom trial from Madrigal Pharmaceuticals, Inc. [NCT02912260]).19,20 The ‘development’ cohort
comprised 10 trial entry-screening biopsies selected to encompass a spectrum of NAFLD grade/stage from non-NASH NAFL (i.e.
no ballooning, B0) to NASH with marked ballooning (B2) and
moderate ﬁbrosis (F2-3). Twenty-two cases with paired biopsies
were selected from the resmetirom phase II NASH trial as an
independent ‘test’ cohort for the qBallooning2 algorithm. Digitized images of the H&E-stained liver tissue sections were acquired using the Aperio Digital Pathology Imaging Systems (Leica
Biosystems). Detailed descriptions of the samples and processes
are provided in the supplementary methods.
Process for biopsy evaluation
After an initial period to gain familiarity with the web-based histology platform by examining and marking a large number of
practice slides over an 8-week period, data acquisition for the study
was conducted in 2 phases temporally separated by a 3-month
interval (Fig. 1). Pathologists performed the tasks independently
and without knowledge of the group’s results until completion of
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Fig. 1. Study overview. In Phase 1, 10 digital pathology images were reviewed by individual pathologists, circling all ballooned cells. In Phase 2, after an interval of
3-months, the same images rotated through 90 degrees/mirrored were re-presented in a different order. Additionally, pathologists were asked to report for each
slide if they considered it diagnostic of NASH vs. non-NASH NAFL. NAFL, non-alcoholic fatty liver (steatosis); NASH, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis.

the study. Selection of the regions of interest that were used in this
study was done by a single expert hepatopathologist in order to: i)
normalize the area of liver tissue to be analysed as the biopsies
varied in length and number of cores; ii) encompass a range of
ballooning from none to many, as in “real life” in practice and in
clinical trials; and iii) cover a range of technical biopsy preparation
(i.e. staining) quality, also as in “real life”.
Phase 1: 10 pre-selected regions of interest were extracted
from the digital slides, as described above, for scoring ballooning.
Pathologists were instructed to circle all ballooned hepatocytes
within the digital biopsy slide images and were aware that the
annotation would be used to enable the assessment of interobserver agreement for ballooned cell identiﬁcation. For ﬁelds that
contained overlapping ballooned hepatocytes, the pathologists
were instructed to circle the entire cluster if they were not able
to deﬁne individual cells using their best efforts.
Phase 2: After an interval of 3 months, the same 10 slides were
re-presented to the pathologists in a different random order and
with some of the images rotated through 90 degrees or mirrored.
Pathologists were not informed that these were the same images
previously assessed or that rotation or mirroring had occurred.
Pathologists were asked to report for each slide if they considered it
diagnostic of NASH vs. non-NASH NAFL. Additionally, to allow intraobserver variation to be assessed, pathologists were also instructed
to circle all ballooned hepatocytes on 3 of the images using the
same criteria as they had applied during Phase 1.

SHG/TPEF microscopy & qBallooning2 algorithm development
All imaging of unstained sections was conducted by trained
technicians on identical equipment (GenesisTM system HistoIndex Pte. Ltd., Singapore) according to a standardized operating
procedure. Detailed descriptions of the protocols are provided in
the supplementary methods.
Annotated ballooned cells on the 10 pre-selected digital H&E
slides made by the pathologists during Phase 1 were recorded
and used to generate the “ground truth” of training sets on the
corresponding second harmonic generation/two-photon excitation ﬂuorescence (SHG/TPEF) images for the AI algorithm. Suitable candidates of ballooned hepatocytes on the TPEF channel
were identiﬁed using traditional image analysis methods,
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including image segmentation, morphological processing, and
the watershed algorithm as previously described.16
A total of 45 ballooning parameters were established and
quantiﬁed, including the number of ballooned hepatocytes, the
area of ballooned hepatocytes and the area of “collagen area”
around the ballooned hepatocytes. Subsequently, paired digitized liver biopsy slides (n = 44) from the development set were
used to establish a qBallooning2 index, which can indicate the
degree of ballooning. Images were processed and analysed using
MATLAB 8.3 (The MathWork, USA).
Statistical analysis
The number of annotated cells per slide, as annotated by each
pathologist, was quantiﬁed and data were collected on cells
annotated by more than 1 pathologist. Data were collated in
Microsoft Excel and analysis performed using SPSS v.26 (IBM Inc.
USA). Considering number of ballooned hepatocytes as a
continuous variable, the single-measures intraclass correlation
coefﬁcient (ICC) for absolute agreement and consistency was
tested.21 Inter/intra-observer agreement was then assessed for 3
binary target conditions: (i) presence of any hepatocyte
ballooning; (ii) presence of at least 5 ballooned hepatocytes; and
(iii) ‘non-NASH NAFL’ vs. ‘NASH’ using Fleiss’ kappa statistic.22
Ballooned hepatocyte counts were also transformed to
generate a 3-point semi-quantitative ballooning score (SQBS) (02) to align with both NAS and SAF methods according to the
number of ballooned hepatocytes per image reported by each
pathologist. SQBS was deﬁned as 0= <5; 1= 5-75; 2 = >75, with
the cut-off between SQBS 1 and 2 derived from the overall
mean + 1 SD of the number of ballooned cells reported per slide.
The consistency of SQBS among pathologists was calculated using pairwise linear weighted kappa statistics. The thresholds for
kappa interpretation proposed by Landis and Koch were
applied.23 Difference of changes for qBallooning2 continuous
values was calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum test. Statistical
signiﬁcance level was set at p <0.05 throughout.

Results
Based on counting nuclei, the mean (±SD) number of hepatocytes
examined and classiﬁed as ballooned, or, by default, not ballooned per slide by each pathologist was 8,150 (±3,378) for each
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Fig. 2. Interobserver concordance between pathologists for number of ballooned cells identiﬁed. (A) Count of cells circled on each image by pathologist. It is
notable that in all but 2 images (#3 and #5), at least 1 pathologist reported no ballooned cells present. Zero ballooning was agreed on by 2 pathologists in 2
images (#4 and #7); 5 pathologists in 2 images (#8 and #9), and 6 pathologists in 1 image (#6). All pathologists except 2 (F and I) recorded zero ballooning at
least once. (B) Scaled count of cells circled by slide and pathologist demonstrating pathologist propensity to identify hepatocytes as ballooned. Pathologist F
systematically reported greater numbers of ballooned cells than the majority of their peers, followed by C. In contrast, pathologists G, H, and D systematically
reported less ballooning. (C) Heatmap showing pairwise agreement in cells identiﬁed as ballooned between pathologists. Pairwise agreement in ‘ballooned cell’
call, n (%), where percentage refers to the proportion of cells identiﬁed as ballooned by the reference pathologist that were also identiﬁed by the comparator
pathologist. Heatmap shaded to denote percentage interobserver agreement relative to the reference pathologist (green = high, red = low).
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‘poor’ with a Fleiss kappa statistic of 0.197 (95% CI 0.094-0.300, p
<0.0005). If at least 5 ballooned cells had to be detected for
ballooning to be considered present, this rose to a ‘fair’ level of
agreement (kappa 0.362, 95% CI 0.258-0.465, p <0.0005).
Considering number of ballooned hepatocytes as a continuous variable, the single-measures ICC for absolute agreement
was of a similar level at 0.640 (95% CI 0.410-0.864, p <0.0005)
indicating ‘low-moderate’ levels of interobserver agreement.
Whilst ICC consistency levels were slightly higher (0.718, 95% CI
0.511-0.900, p <0.0005), indicating that there was ‘moderate’
agreement on those cases that exhibited broadly greater or lesser
numbers of ballooned cells, the levels of concordance for identifying the same speciﬁc cells as ballooned in pairwise comparison between pathologists varied substantially (range between
8% to 75%, Fig. 2C).
In light of this, we modelled the performance of a semiquantitative scoring system derived from absolute number of ballooned hepatocytes using arbitrary thresholds; ballooned hepatocyte counts were transformed to generate a 3-point SQBS (0-2) to
align with both NAS and SAF methods according to the number of
ballooned hepatocytes per image reported by each pathologist.
SQBS was deﬁned as 0 = <5; 1 = 5-75; and 2 = >75 ballooned hepatocytes reported per slide. Fig. 3 summarises the SQBS score for
each slide image by pathologist. Comparing SQBS categories,
interobserver pairwise weighted kappa values ranged between
0.231–1.000 (Table S5), suggesting some pathologists were more
closely aligned in their broad quantiﬁcation of hepatocyte
ballooning than others. However, overall, the level of interobserver
agreement between pathologists remained only ‘fair’ (kappa 0.291,
95% CI 0.210-0.371, p <0.0005). Although there was substantial
variation at the cell level between Phase 1 and Phase 2, levels of
intra-observer agreement based on SQBS for 3 digital images were
broadly similar to interobserver agreement, with kappa values
ranging between 0.250-1.000 and 5 pathologists achieving intraobserver kappa values of 1.000 between the 2 phases.

Cell-level interobserver agreement
In light of the variation in the absolute number of ballooned cells
reported per slide (Fig. 2C), and the apparent divergence as to
which individual cells pathologists deemed to be ballooned on
each image, we sought to identify patterns of interpretation
amongst pathologists and factors that inﬂuence determination of
hepatocyte ballooning.
In the absence of a ‘gold standard’ test for ballooning that
could provide a ground truth, we hypothesised that the median
number of ballooned hepatocytes identiﬁed across the expert
pathologist group for each image would approximate to the ‘true’
number of ballooned hepatocytes. Sustained deviation from this
value across multiple images was used to identify pathologists
that tended to report greater or lesser numbers of ballooned
hepatocytes than their peers (Fig. 2B). Pathologist F systematically reported greater numbers of ballooned hepatocytes than
the majority of their peers, followed by C. In contrast, pathologists H, G and D consistently reported fewer cells as ballooned
(Fig. 2B). To assess how strongly cell size inﬂuenced each pathologist’s assessment, the median diameter and interquartile
range of the encircled ballooned hepatocytes was calculated for
each pathologist (Fig. 4). Although signiﬁcant overlap was
observed, it was notable that the pathologists consistently
reporting the greatest and least number of cells as ballooned
appeared to diverge in how much emphasis they placed on cell
size, with those that considered more cells to be ballooned
adopting a more permissive, lower, cell-diameter threshold
(pathologists F 39.31 ± 14.49 lm and C 33.28 ± 19.99 lm)
compared to those that identiﬁed the least cells to be ballooned
(pathologist H 82.30 ± 29.23 lm), Wilcoxon rank sum test p
<0.001. Restricting analysis to larger cells (greater than 2x or 3x
normal hepatocytes) however had little effect on interobserver
agreement, conﬁrming that adopting a size threshold would not
be sufﬁcient to improve interobserver agreement (data
not shown).

Slide image #
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F
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I

0 1 2
Ballooning SQBS (0-2)
Fig. 3. Trend of semi-quantitative ballooning score (0-2) by slide and pathologist. SQBS derived from absolute ballooned cell count per slide for each
pathologist. The calculated SQBS category is shown by individual pathologist for each slide image (SQBS 0 <5 cells circled; 1 = 5-75; 2 = >75). SQBS, semiquantitative ballooning score.
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Diameter of ballooned hepatocytes (μm)
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Fig. 4. Ballooned hepatocyte diameter by pathologist. Chart based on the lower quartile, median and upper quartile of the 9 pathologists and their agreements
after removing large clusters. The median and IQR of all ballooned hepatocytes identiﬁed by each pathologist.

Relevance of ballooned hepatocyte presence to the
determination of ‘non-NASH NAFL’ vs. ‘NASH’
A key requirement for clinical trial recruitment, and as a trial
endpoint, is the histological determination of the presence or
absence of NASH, i.e. the distinction of ‘non-NASH NAFL’ from
‘NASH’. In the second phase of the study, 3-months after the
initial quantiﬁcation of ballooned hepatocytes, and without access to their previous ballooned cell counting results, the

pathologists were asked to re-review each slide image and provide an overall ‘gestalt’ diagnosis of either NASH or non-NASH
NAFL based on all histological features observed. Surprisingly,
the kappa value for agreement of a NASH diagnosis was just
0.127 (95% CI 0.024-0.230, p = 0.016), indicative of ‘little or no
agreement’ between the pathologists on the presence or absence
of NASH when operating independently. As shown in Fig. 5, there
was only 1 image (#5) for which all pathologists agreed that
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Fig. 5. Comparison of ‘non-NASH NAFL’ vs. ‘NASH’ diagnostic call by pathologist and image. Table cells are coloured blue through to red as a heat map
indicating the relative number of ballooned hepatocytes identiﬁed by each pathologist (dark blue denotes cases for which a given pathologist has indicated that
no ballooned hepatocytes were present at Phase 1. Colour changes through light blue to white and then red as the number of ballooned cells identiﬁed increases,
with darker red indicating that many ballooned cells were seen). The non-NASH NAFL vs. NASH diagnosis at Phase 2 made independently by each pathologist is
shown, along with the degree of concordance for this decision (as a fraction out of 9 pathologists) and the majority decision for each digital image. Where NASH is
shown in red text, this denotes a NASH diagnosis call by a pathologist at Phase 2 despite previously reporting that no ballooned hepatocytes were present in the
digital image during Phase 1. NAFL, non-alcoholic fatty liver; NASH, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis.
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Table comparing the performance of qBallooning2 in the development dataset. The algorithm was optimized to detect ballooned cells using data derived from each level of interobserver concordance and shows how the level of
interobserver concordance stipulated affects the performance of the algorithm.
FDR, false discovery rate; FNR, false negative rate; PPV, positive predictive value; TPR, true positive rate.
*Relative to majority concordance of >
−5-pathologists.

79/133
82/133
96/133
108/133
111/133
117/133
118/133
128/133
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

any 1 pathologist
at least 2 pathologists
at least 3 pathologists
at least 4 pathologists
at least 5 pathologists
at least 6 pathologists
at least 7 pathologists
at least 8 pathologists

1,188
481
284
188
133
86
59
26

346
250
170
114
88
59
40
24

Overlap between
PPV proportion of
FDR proportion of TPR (sensitivity) proqBallooning2 and ballooned cells called ballooned cells called portion of ballooned
majority concor- by qBallooning2 are by qBallooning2 are
cells identiﬁed
dance of
‘true positive’*
‘false positive’*
by qBallooning2*
>
−5-pathologists
54
54/346 (16%)
292/346 (84%)
54/133 (41%)
51
51/250 (20%)
199/250 (79.6%)
51/133 (38%)
37
37/170 (22%)
133/170 (78.2%)
37/133 (28%)
25
25/114 (22%)
89/114 (78%)
25/133 (19%)
22
22/88 (25%)
66/88 (75%)
22/133 (17%)
16
16/59 (27%)
43/59 (73%)
16/133 (12%)
15
15/40 (38%)
25/40 (62.5%)
15/133 (11%)
5
5/24 (21%)
19/24 (79%)
5/133 (4%)
Number of ballooned Number of ballooned
cells identiﬁed
cells identiﬁed
by pathologists
by qBallooning2
qBallooning2 training-set
cell-selection criteria

Table 1. Use of the histological ‘Ground Truth’ atlas to tune the qBallooning2 algorithm.

Leveraging a histological ‘ground truth’ atlas of hepatocyte
ballooning to develop “qBallooning2”, a novel SHG/TPEFbased machine learning algorithm
Despite the apparent interobserver variation in the identiﬁcation
of ballooned hepatocytes described above, a substantial number
of hepatocytes were consistently identiﬁed as ballooned or nonballooned by multiple pathologists (Table 1). These constitute a
histological ‘ground truth’ annotated cell image atlas in which
the rigor of ballooned cell determination may be calibrated according to the degree of concordance (i.e. number of pathologists
in agreement) at the individual cell level.
By coupling these annotated image data to the associated
SHG/TPEF scanned images in the development cohort, we next
built upon our previous work to further develop and reﬁne a
SHG/TPEF-based machine learning algorithm for ballooned hepatocyte identiﬁcation.16 From an overall data set of 45 features
(Table S6), the enhanced “qBallooning2” index was established
based on 7 parameters, including 6 ballooned cell parameters:
total perimeter of ballooned hepatocytes per unit tissue area,
variance in distance between ballooned hepatocytes and the
nearest ballooned hepatocytes, average distance between ballooned hepatocytes and the nearest ballooned hepatocytes,
average number of ballooned hepatocytes within 100 lm of a
ballooned hepatocyte, variance in number of ballooned hepatocytes within 100 lm of a ballooned hepatocyte; and 1 collagen
parameter: total collagen area around ballooned hepatocytes per
unit tissue area.
Example images showing how ballooned hepatocytes identiﬁed by the expert histopathologists align with those identiﬁed
by qBallooning2 are shown in Fig. S1. When qBallooning2 was
trained using the full atlas of 1,188 cells identiﬁed as ballooned

FNR proportion of
ballooned cells
missed
by qBallooning2*

NASH was present, that being the same image in which all pathologists had identiﬁed ballooned hepatocytes and 8 of 9 pathologists had previously identiﬁed high levels of ballooning
(SQBS 2). There were no cases for which all pathologists agreed
that NASH was absent. Notwithstanding these high levels of
interobserver variation, a majority concordance diagnosis could
be ascertained for most images, and at least 7 of the 9 pathologists independently agreed on disease category for 6 of the 10
images (Fig. 5). Minority calls were reasonably evenly spread
across the pathologists. Although pathologist H did provide a
minority opinion in 7/10 cases, excluding this pathologist had a
modest effect on the overall kappa value of the group (0.201, 95%
CI 0.084-0.318, p <0.001).
For only 2 pathologists was there a signiﬁcant positive correlation between their determination of ballooning presence and
the diagnosis of NASH (pathologists D and G, Phi 0.816, p = 0.010
for each). For trial endpoints based on NASH resolution, this
implies that there was little correlation between a determination
of the absence of ballooning at either the absolute or the <5 cell
threshold and the pathologists diagnosing non-NASH NAFL,
suggesting that pathologists may also rely on additional features
to aid the differential diagnosis between NAFL and NASH.
Adopting the majority diagnostic-category opinion for each case
as the reference standard, little correlation was observed between the mean number of ballooned hepatocytes reported and
whether a diagnosis of NASH was made (Kendall’s tau 0.447, p =
0.117). Indeed, there were 6 cases classiﬁed as NASH by a given
pathologist in which the same pathologist had previously identiﬁed zero ballooned cells (Fig. 5).

(59%)
(62%)
(72%)
(81%)
(83%)
(88%)
(89%)
(96%)
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Demonstration of qBallooning2 quantiﬁcation in NASH
clinical trials
To establish, in principle, whether qBallooning2 was sensitive to
change in the context of NASH clinical trials, samples obtained
from the resmetirom phase II trial formed an independent test
cohort. Samples were chosen from patients who, irrespective of
treatment arm, were reported by the trial pathologist to have
either a >
−1-point NASH CRN ballooning score reduction (‘improvers’), or no ballooning score reduction (‘non-improvers’) at
the end of the study.
Amongst ‘improvers’ that were judged to show a reduction in
ballooned hepatocytes by the trial pathologist, relative to the
baseline biopsy qBallooning2 detected a median (lower quartile,
upper quartile) 79% (-89%, -19%) reduction in number of ballooned hepatocytes. In contrast, a mean 77% (-46%, 143%) increase in ballooned hepatocytes was detected in ‘non-improvers’
at the end of the study (p = 0.038). This was shown with corresponding qBallooning2 indices of -59% (-71%, 20%) and +5%
(-25%, 25%) respectively (p = 0.008) (Fig. 6).

Discussion
Histological assessment of liver biopsy has been widely adopted
as the reference standard against which performance of therapeutics are assessed. However, there is a growing literature
demonstrating considerable inter- and intra-observer variation

40%

p = 0.038

p <0.001

20%
Relative changes

by at least 1 pathologist, 346 cells were ﬂagged by the algorithm
of which 198 cells (57%) had also been identiﬁed by the pathologists. Performance of the qBallooning2 algorithm could be
further tuned according to the number of pathologists providing
concordance that were used to train it. We systematically used
all possible training sets (agreement of >
−1 pathologist, >
−2 pathologists, all the way to >
8
pathologists)
and
measured
its
−
performance by counting the number of overlapping cells between the algorithm and pathologists’ annotations (Table 1).
qBallooning2 had pairwise overlap with individual pathologists
ranging from 19% (with Pathologist F) to 42% (with Pathologist
G), which was comparable to the level of interobserver variation
between pathologists of 8-75%. Algorithms trained with greater
interobserver concordance identiﬁed fewer cells and exhibited
less sensitivity but tended to better control false discovery rate.
This potentially allows the algorithm to be tuned to be more or
less conservative according to how it is to be used.
To deﬁne a reference standard for comparisons of performance, a concordance threshold of >
−5 pathologists (i.e. a simple
majority) was adopted. Considering ﬁrst the individual pathologists, this demonstrated sensitivity (true positive rate) ranging
between 44-94%, with positive predictive values (PPVs) of 1353% and false discovery rates (FDRs) of 47-87%, and an estimated
speciﬁcity (true negative rate) >99%. In comparison, qBallooning2 algorithms trained with atlases containing at least 50 cells
exhibited sensitivity ranging between 11-41% (PPVs 16-38%,
FDRs 62-84%) according to how the algorithm was trained, again
with speciﬁcity >99% (Table 1). It should be noted that speciﬁcity
is based upon an estimated mean 8,150 cells per slide and will
tend to appear high as ballooned cells are an infrequent feature
in any biopsy.
The qBallooning2 algorithm that had been optimized using
concordance of >
−5-pathologists was selected as an exemplar for
further study. The consequent algorithm exhibited a sensitivity
of 17% (PPV 25%, FDR 75%).

31%
17%

0%
-20%
-40%

-53%
-69%

-60%
-80%
Number of ballooned cells
With ballooning reduction

qBallooning index
Without ballooning reduction

Fig. 6. Quantiﬁcation data showing the relative change in the number of
ballooned hepatocytes and the qBallooning2 index for patients with and
without ballooning reduction. Note that the ballooning scores used are those
that had been issued by the central pathologist of the trial.

in the scoring of liver biopsies.12–15,24 The presence of hepatocyte
ballooning is generally considered a pathognomonic feature that
is necessary for a diagnosis of NASH as it is thought to represent
a form of liver cell injury associated with ﬁbrogenesis.11
Although variability in the morphological interpretation of the
ballooning feature is recognized (as discussed below) a signiﬁcant correlation of ballooning with ﬁbrosis progression and
prognosis has been described.25 The ability to accurately diagnose NASH, and by extension also identify its absence in order
to fulﬁl the FDA-mandated endpoint of NASH resolution without
worsening of ﬁbrosis, hinges on the ability to accurately
demonstrate an absence of hepatocyte ballooning.26 It is therefore of great relevance for drug development both in terms of
clinical trial enrolment and also as an efﬁcacy endpoint.6,27
A key ﬁnding in this study is that, despite many years of cumulative experience, there remains substantial divergence
amongst expert hepatopathologists as to which speciﬁc cells
constitute ballooned hepatocytes (Fig. 2C). This was apparent in our
study irrespective of whether pathologists had previously spent
time collaborating, for example within the NIDDK NASH CRN histopathology group, or not. Whilst the distilled concept of ‘hepatocellular ballooning’ may be appealing, and signiﬁcantly enlarged
ballooned hepatocytes with obvious Mallory-Denk bodies may be
more readily identiﬁed, in practice pathologists must recognize and
interpret multiple visual cues when assessing presence of
ballooning. This is supported by the numerous descriptors
commonly utilized in the literature28–31 and may explain why
although agreeing verbally and in nearly all written documents,12
in practice there is substantial divergence in how this visual information is assimilated and applied.15 This was clearly demonstrated in the current analysis in which certain pathologists
consistently identiﬁed greater or lesser numbers of ballooned hepatocytes and placed greater or lesser emphasis on cell size (Figs. 2B
and 4). Indeed, the magnitude of the observed variation was sufﬁcient to alter classiﬁcation when a 3-point semi-quantitative score
was applied (Fig. 3). These ﬁndings suggest that the patterns
recognized by pathologists when identifying “hepatocellular
ballooning” are based on a variable constellation of hepatocyte
features, which may include cell size, cell shape and ill-deﬁned
nuclear and cytoplasmic alterations not readily captured by the
mere assessment of cell number and size. Cells that are unequivocally agreed to be ballooned are surprisingly uncommon, with
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only 8 cells being identiﬁed with concordance of >
−8 of 9 pathologists and 1 cell being unanimously considered ballooned (Fig. 7).
These data have important implications for drug development and the conduct of clinical trials. The magnitude of variation in the number of ballooned hepatocytes identiﬁed in any
given image was sufﬁcient to alter classiﬁcation within a 3-point
semi-quantitative score and so could inﬂuence eligibility decisions for trial inclusion. However, of greater importance is how
this could affect trial endpoint assessment. The FDA industry
guidance document explicitly deﬁnes ‘resolution of steatohepatitis’ as absent fatty liver disease or isolated or simple steatosis
without steatohepatitis and a NAS score of 0–1 for inﬂammation,
0 for ballooning, and any value for steatosis.26 The substantial
variation in the number of ballooned cells identiﬁed, and the lack
of consensus amongst the pathologists that any of the histology
images were entirely ballooned hepatocyte free (Fig. 2A), implies
that any trial endpoint founded on an assertion of the complete
absence of ballooning (i.e. NASH CRN or SAF score zero for
ballooning) is subject to substantial interobserver variation in
reporting, undermining the reproducibility of results based on
this deﬁnition. Furthermore, our data demonstrate that there
was at best only limited correlation between presence of
ballooning and an overall determination of non-NASH NAFL vs.
NASH (Fig. 5). Taken together, the degree of interobserver variation and the limited impact of this determination on non-NASH
NAFL vs. NASH classiﬁcation suggest that there may be too great
an emphasis placed on determining the presence or complete
absence of ballooned hepatocytes from a given biopsy in clinical
trials within the current regulatory framework.

The use of machine learning/AI-based approaches has been
proposed as a route to standardize biopsy assessment and
minimise interobserver variation.16,18 However, as we demonstrate, the human histological reference standard is unable to
produce a completely error-free classiﬁcation with respect to the
target condition. Although not unique to liver histopathology,
such situations are methodologically challenging.32 In the current study, we leveraged the ‘wisdom of the crowd’33 to train an
in silico algorithm based on features detected using SHG/TPEF
microscopy to identify ballooned hepatocytes. A reductive algorithm selected 7 parameters that assess the tissue microstructure
and autoﬂuorescent properties when the biopsy samples are
irradiated with a laser.16 As shown in Table 1, the performance of
the algorithm may be adjusted according to the pre-speciﬁed
concordance threshold used to train the algorithm. Selecting
only ‘high concordance’ cells, in which multiple pathologists
agreed on ballooning, reduced sensitivity but better controlled
false positive determinations. However, this approach also
limited the number of cells available for algorithm training and
so a pragmatic concordance threshold of >
−5 pathologists was
adopted as an exemplar. Although performance may be
improved by further reﬁnement and validation will be required
before implementation, the consequent qBallooning2 algorithm
is tuned to reproducibly detect a spectrum of ballooned hepatocytes based upon these SHG/TPEF parameters. Depending on
the clinical context the algorithm could be calibrated differently
for diagnosis or for the detection of clinically relevant temporal
changes for instance in therapeutic trials. The pilot data presented here demonstrate it has the capacity to detect change in
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I

Fig. 7. Image of the ballooned hepatocyte identiﬁed with the highest degree of concordance by all pathologists. A typical digital biopsy image used for
evaluation in the study (slide #3). Lines drawn in each colour represent annotation by a different pathologist. A single hepatocyte was considered to exhibit
features consistent with ballooning by all 9 pathologists. The encircled ballooned hepatocyte shows features commonly described for ballooning: size greater
than its neighbouring cells; ﬂocculent cytoplasm; hyperchromatic nucleus; location near a terminal hepatic venue. This image is further magniﬁed to demonstrate these features.
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ballooning deemed relevant to identify drug-induced histological changes (Fig. 7). Thus, application of AI approaches offers a
potential assistive technology that may complement human
pathology where there is a need for reproducible cut-off points
that determine go/no-go decisions in drug development.
It is apparent that the process of developing an atlas of ballooned hepatocytes provides the opportunity for further study to
elucidate additional cellular ballooning characteristics that may
be more tractable for use with light microscopy, and to study the
concept of change in ballooned cell burden rather than complete
elimination as a potentially more viable approach for efﬁcacy
assessment. The performance of qBallooning2 as a measure of
treatment response will require substantial further validation
before it can be proposed as a solution to these challenges, but
such validation falls outside the scope of the current manuscript.
A number of features of this study should be noted as they
may be of relevance when extrapolating these ﬁndings to other
settings. Firstly, the study was undertaken using digital images
as has been approved by the FDA for clinical trials in NASH and is
now the case in the majority of studies. Whilst the adoption of
high-resolution digital images is also becoming increasingly
widespread in clinical practice and was essential to permit individual cells to be annotated by each pathologist, some of the
pathologists may have been less comfortable examining digital
images, though individual training and a substantial practice
slide set were provided. Secondly, as the study sought to capture
information on the cells that each expert pathologist identiﬁed
as ballooned in independent practice, no pre-harmonisation
discussions amongst the group were conducted in order to
avoid introducing any bias. For the same reason, no speciﬁc
guidance on how to identify ballooned cells was provided; the
pathologists were instructed to identify all ballooned cells using
whichever features visible on the H&E-stained sections they
thought appropriate. Whilst harmonisation and detailed instructions as to how to interpret features may conceivably have
reduced interobserver variation, each pathologist was an independent expert in their own right and doing so would have
undermined the goals of the study. It is also notable that 4 of the
pathologists were members of the NASH CRN histopathology
group and the degree of interobserver variation amongst those
that were members of this long-standing collaborative team was
comparable to those that were not, suggesting that further harmonisation would not have substantially reduced ballooning
misclassiﬁcation at the cellular level. Thirdly, we did not record
how extraneous factors such as tissue and/or slide preparation
quality or the premise for the study may have inﬂuenced interpretation. Some variation in staining was deliberately present in
the image-set although all images met a minimum technical
quality threshold.
In conclusion, we demonstrate substantial divergence in the
identiﬁcation of hepatocyte ballooning amongst a group of
expert hepatopathologists. This appears, at least in part, to be
due to differences in how subtle histopathological features are
assessed by individuals and does not appear to be driven by level
of experience in assessing NAFLD. Our ﬁndings have important
implications for the use of ballooning as a component of treatment efﬁcacy assessment in clinical trials, primarily because it
appears that the identiﬁcation of ballooning is too nuanced and
subjective for its complete absence to be reliably established or
adequately measured using a 3-point semi-quantitative scale. In
light of this, we suggest that less emphasis is placed on this

single histological feature, or less evidence on absolute absence,
as a marker of therapeutic efﬁcacy. As an exemplar of how these
challenges may be addressed going forward, we demonstrate
that a concordance atlas may be used to train AI/machine
learning tools so that assistive technologies, whilst themselves
imperfect, may standardize the quantiﬁcation of histological
features used to assess therapeutic efﬁcacy.
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